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Solstice Mission Inclination Profile 



Saturn’s Breathing Atmosphere 

 
 

During its last five orbits Cassini will 
directly sample Saturn’s upper 
atmosphere. 
 
Understand why temperature of Saturn’s 
upper atmosphere is much hotter than 
can be explained. 
 
Upper atmosphere heated by 180°F 
between 2005 and 2011.  Outer edge 
expanded by 500 km. 
 
Recent occultations show atmosphere 
had contracted again after 2011.   
 
Scientists and engineers will continue 
to monitor atmospheric behavior as 
they plan the exciting Grand Finale. 
 
 
   
 
”Saturn's variable thermosphere from Cassini/UVIS occultations”, 
T.T. Koskinen, et al., Icarus, 260, 174-179, 2015. 

Saturn’s atmosphere has been found to “breathe” 
as it expands and contracts with seasonal 
heating and cooling. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cassini’s 2017 Grand Finale Tour will shoot the gap between Saturn’s rings and atmosphere. The last five orbits will bring it near enough to Saturn to directly sample the upper atmosphere and help answer why the temperature of Saturn’s upper atmosphere is much hotter than can be explained – an unsolved problem also seen at Jupiter, Uranus and Neptune. Scientists were surprised when stellar occultations of Saturn showed the atmosphere’s outer edge had expanded by a whopping 310 miles (500 kilometers) as Saturn’s upper atmosphere heated by 180°F between 2005 and 2011. Recent occultations have shown the atmosphere had contracted again after 2011.  Scientists now think that this behavior may be seasonal.These findings will guide decisions for determining Cassini’s safe flight path while allowing for successful atmospheric sampling to improve our knowledge of how atmospheres work.  Scientists and engineers will continue to monitor atmospheric behavior as they plan the exciting Grand Finale.  



Seasonal Extremes at Saturn’s Poles 

North Pole South Pole 
Winter Summer 

Spring Fall 

Saturn’s polar stratosphere features 
large warm vortices (a polar hood) 
during summer that changed 
substantially over last decade 
 
N. Pole warmed by about 20 K during 
spring.  Cassini is still waiting for 
emergence of a seasonal vortex 
 

S. Pole cooled by 35 K during its fall 
 

Shifting temperatures depend on 
sunlight, and also on enormous 
circulation patterns 
 

Long-term Cassini observations fill 
gaps in our knowledge of fundamental 
meteorology and chemistry of giant 
planet atmospheres  

L.N. Fletcher, et al. (2015). Seasonal evolution of Saturn’s 
polar temperatures and composition, Icarus 250, p131–153. 

Stratospheric Temperature Maps of the Poles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Saturn's polar regions have displayed extreme seasonal changes during Cassini's decade-long watch:Saturn’s polar stratosphere features large warm vortices (a polar hood) during the summer that change substantially over last decade;The North Pole warmed by about 36  degrees F (20 kelvins) during spring.  Cassini is still waiting for emergence of a seasonal vortex expected to appear before end of mission;The South Pole cooled by about 63 degrees F (35 kelvins) during its fall;Shifting temperatures depend not only on sunlight, but also enormous circulation patterns.Cassini is providing the most comprehensive view ever obtained of seasonal change on a giant planet. Long-term observations are filling significant gaps in our knowledge of fundamental meteorology and chemistry of giant planet atmospheres. 



Dynamic F Ring 

Saturn's active F ring, sculpted 
by Prometheus and Pandora, is 
a constantly changing 
structure. 
 
Features form, fade and re-
appear on timescales of hours 
to days. 
 
Features scientists call "gores,” 
are to the right of the bright 
clump.  
 
A "jet,"  appears to the left of 
the bright spot. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Original Caption Released with Image: Saturn's dynamic F ring contains many different types of features to keep scientists perplexed. In this image we see features ring scientists call "gores," to the right of the bright clump, and a "jet," to the left of the bright spot.Thanks to the ring's interaction with the moons Prometheus and Pandora, and perhaps a host of smaller moonlets hidden in its core, the F ring is a constantly changing structure, with features that form, fade and re-appear on timescales of hours to days.This view looks toward the unilluminated side of the rings from about 7 degrees below the ring plane. The image was taken in visible light with the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera on March 15, 2015.The view was acquired at a distance of approximately 295,000 miles (475,000 kilometers) from Saturn and at a Sun-ring-spacecraft, or phase, angle of 117 degrees. Image scale is 1.8 miles (2.9 kilometers) per pixel.The Cassini mission is a cooperative project of NASA, ESA (the European Space Agency) and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the mission for NASA's Science Mission Directorate, Washington. The Cassini orbiter and its two onboard cameras were designed, developed and assembled at JPL. The imaging operations center is based at the Space Science Institute in Boulder, Colorado.For more information about the Cassini-Huygens mission visit http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov and http://www.nasa.gov/cassini. The Cassini imaging team homepage is at http://ciclops.org. Image Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Space Science Institute �Image Addition Date: 2015-10-19 



Surprisingly Young Region in Saturn’s Rings 

North Pole South Pole Chunks of solid ice in middle of 
Saturn’s A ring suggest an 
unexpectedly young ring region 
 
• Particles in one section of 
Saturn’s rings are much denser 
than fluffy particles elsewhere 
 

• After equinox, one section of A 
ring did not cool down as much as 
expected 
 

• Perhaps a tiny moon broke apart 
only 100 million of years ago and 
its solid, icy fragments are now 
slowly spreading through rings 

Stratospheric Temperature Maps of the Poles 

Model of Saturn’s rings with both 
small and large particles 

Morishima et al., 2015, Incomplete cooling down of Saturn's A ring at solar equinox: 
Implication for seasonal thermal inertia and internal structure of ring particles. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chunks of solid ice in the middle of Saturn’s A ring suggest an unexpectedly young ring region:Recent results from Cassini’s Composite Infrared Spectrometer found that particles in one section of Saturn’s rings are much denser than fluffy particles elsewhere;After equinox, when the sun shines edge-on to Saturn’s rings, one section of A ring did not cool down as much as expected providing a unique window into the interior of ring particles;Perhaps a tiny moon broke apart only 100 million of years ago and its solid, icy fragments are now slowly spreading through the rings;Saturn’s rings may be a mix of young and old material providing clues to their formation and evolution. 



 
Whirlpools May Form in Titan’s  

“Throat of Kraken” Strait 
 

"A radar map of Titan Seas: Tidal dissipation and ocean mixing through the Throat of Kraken,"  
R.D. Lorenz, et al., Icarus, 237, 9-15, 2014. 
 

Whirlpools and rough seas may exist 
in a narrow, shallow strait that links 
two basins of Titan’s “Sea of 
Kraken.” 
 
 
•The “Throat of Kraken,” formally called 
“Seldon Fretum,” may create turbulence 
similar to that in the Corryvreckan Strait off 
Scotland’s coast. 
 

•The Kraken strait may also limit mixing 
between liquid hydrocarbon basins, resulting 
in composition difference between the two. 
 

  
Below: Rough water in the Corryvrecken Strait results from 
the energetic tidal flow through the channel. Similar 
phenomena may occur on Titan. (The Corryvreckan Whirlpool 
- geograph-2404815-by-Walter-Baxter.jpg) 



Revealing Tiny Ring-moons 



Atlas 

Dec. 6, 2015 
Anti-Saturn side 

190 m/pixel 

June 8, 2005 
900 m/pixel 

June 12, 2007 
Above south pole 

~1 km/pixel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Atlas is an inner satellite of Saturn, orbiting just outside the A ring.   Faint ring discovered in 2004 alonge Atlas orbit.Dimensions	40.8 × 35.4 × 18.8 km [2]	Mean radius	15.1±0.9 km [2]	Volume	≈ 14400 km3	Mass	(6.60±0.45)×1015 kg[2]Mean density	0.46±0.11 g/cm3[2]Surface gravity	0.0002–0.0020 m/s2 [2]Escape velocity	≈ 0.0062 km/sRotation period	synchronousAxial tilt	zeroAlbedo	0.4Temperature	≈ 81 K	Atlas was discovered by Richard Terrile in 1980 (some time before November 12) from Voyager photos and was designated S/1980 S 28.[3] In 1983 it was officially named after Atlas of Greek mythology, because it "holds the rings on its shoulders" like the Titan Atlas held the sky up above the Earth.[4] It is also designated Saturn XV.Atlas is the closest satellite to the sharp outer edge of the A ring, and was long thought to be a shepherd satellite for this ring. However, now it is known that the outer edge of the ring is instead maintained by a 7:6 orbital resonance with the larger but more distant moons Janus and Epimetheus.[5] In 2004 a faint, thin ring, temporarily designated R/2004 S 1, was discovered in the Atlantean orbit.[6]High-resolution images taken in June 2005 by Cassini revealed Atlas to be have a roughly spherical centre surrounded by a large, smooth equatorial ridge. The most likely explanation for this unusual and prominent structure is that ring material swept up by the moon accumulates on the moon, with a strong preference for the equator due to the ring's thinness. In fact, the size of the equatorial ridge is comparable with the expected Roche lobe of the moon. This would mean that for any additional particles impacting the equator, the centrifugal force will nearly overcome the tiny Atlantean gravity, and they will likely be lost.[5]Atlas is significantly perturbed by Prometheus and to a lesser degree by Pandora, leading to excursions in longitude of up to 600 km (~0.25°) away from the precessing Keplerian orbit with a rough period of about 3 years. Since the orbits of Prometheus and Pandora are chaotic, it is suspected that Atlas's may be as well.[1]



Prometheus Dec. 6, 2015 
Anti-Saturn side 

220 meters per pixel 

Jan. 27, 2010 
Trailing 
hemisphere 
200 m/pixel 

Dec. 26, 2009 
351 m/pixel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prometheus is an inner moon orbiting near the inner edge of the F ring.  136 km x 79 km x 59 kmThe Jan. 27 encounter represented the closest imaging sequence yet of that moon for Cassini. This view looks toward the trailing hemisphere of Prometheus (86 kilometers, 53 miles across). North on Prometheus is up and rotated 8 degrees to the right.The moon is lit by sunlight on the right and Saturnshine on the left.NASA's Cassini spacecraft spied details on the pockmarked surface of Saturn's moon Prometheus (86 kilometers, or 53 miles across) during a moderately close flyby on Dec. 6, 2015. This is one of Cassini's highest resolution views of Prometheus, along with PIA18186 and PIA12593.This view looks towards the anti-Saturn side of Prometheus. North on Prometheus is up. The image was taken in visible light with the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera.The view was acquired at a distance of approximately 23,000 miles (37,000 kilometers) from Prometheus and at a Sun-Prometheus-spacecraft, or phase, angle of 87 degrees. Image scale is 722 feet (220 meters) per pixel.This raw, unprocessed image of Prometheus was taken by Cassini on Dec. 26, 2009.The image was taken in visible light with the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera on Dec. 26, 2009 at a distance of approximately 59,000 kilometers (36,000 miles) from Prometheus and at a Sun-Prometheus-spacecraft, or phase, angle of 19 degrees. Image scale is 351 meters (1,150 feet) per pixel..It was discovered in 1980 (some time before October 25) from photos taken by the Voyager 1 probe, and was provisionally designated S/1980 S 27.[3]In late 1985 it was officially named after Prometheus, a Titan in Greek mythology.[4] It is also designated Saturn XVI (16).[5] Pronunciation for Prometheus is /prəˈmiːθiəs/,[6] US dict: prə·mē′·thē·əs; Greek: Προμηθεύς.Prometheus is extremely elongated, measuring approximately 136 km × 79 km × 59 km (85 mi × 49 mi × 37 mi). It has several ridges and valleys and a number of impact craters of about 20 km (12 mi) diameter are visible, but it is less cratered than nearby Pandora, Epimetheus, and Janus. From its very low density and relatively high albedo, it is likely that Prometheus is a very porous icy body. There is a lot of uncertainty in these values, however, and so this remains to be confirmed.Interactions with F Ring and other moonsPrometheus acts as a shepherd satellite for the inner edge of Saturn's narrow F Ring. Pandora orbits just outside the F Ring, and has traditionally been viewed as an outer shepherd of the ring; however, recent studies indicate that only Prometheus contributes to the confinement of the ring.[7][8]Images from the Cassini probe show that the Promethean gravitational field creates kinks and knots in the F Ring as it 'steals' material from it. The orbit of Prometheus appears to be chaotic, due to a series of four 121:118 mean-motion resonances with Pandora.[9] The most appreciable changes in their orbits occur approximately every 6.2 years,[1] when the periapsis of Pandora lines up with the apoapsis of Prometheus, when they approach to within approximately 1400 km. Prometheus is itself a significant perturber of Atlas, with which it is in a 53:54 mean-longitude resonance.[1]Discovered by	Collins, Voyager 1	Discovery date	October, 1980	Orbital characteristics [1]		Epoch 31 December 2003 (JD 2453005.5)		Semi-major axis	139380±10 km	Eccentricity	0.0022	Orbital period	0.612990038 d	Inclination	0.008°±0.004° to Saturn's equator	Satellite of	Saturn	Physical characteristics		Dimensions	135.6 × 79.4 × 59.4 km [2]	Mean radius	43.1±2.7 km [2]	Volume	≈ 340000 km3 [2]	Mass	(1.595±0.015)×1017 kg [2]	Mean density	0.48±0.09 g/cm³ [2]	Surface gravity	0.0013–0.0058 m/s² [2]	Escape velocity	≈ 0.019 km/s	Rotation period	synchronous	Axial tilt	zero	Albedo	0.6	Temperature	≈ 74 K			



Epimetheus 

Dec. 3, 2007 
South polar region 

224 m/pixel 

Dec. 6, 2015 
Saturn-facing side 

212 m/pixel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Epimetheus  (129.8 × 114 × 106.2 km)NASA's Cassini spacecraft captured this view of Saturn's moon Epimetheus (116 kilometers, or 72 miles across) during a moderately close flyby on Dec. 6, 2015. This is one of Cassini's highest resolution views of the small moon, along with PIA09813.This view looks toward the Saturn facing side of Epimetheus. North on Epimetheus is up. The image was taken in green polarized light with the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera.Dec. 2007:The view was acquired at a distance of approximately 22,000 miles (35,000 kilometers) from Epimetheus and at a Sun-Epimetheus-spacecraft, or phase, angle of 28 degrees. Image scale is 697 feet (212 meters) per pixel. he Cassini spacecraft's close flyby of Epimetheus in December 2007 returned detailed images of the moon's south polar region.The view shows what might be the remains of a large impact crater covering most of this face, and which could be responsible for the somewhat flattened shape of the southern part of Epimetheus (116 kilometers, or 72 miles across) seen previously at much lower resolution.The image also shows two terrain types: darker, smoother areas, and brighter, slightly more yellowish, fractured terrain. One interpretation of this image is that the darker material evidently moves down slopes, and probably has a lower ice content than the brighter material, which appears more like "bedrock." Nonetheless, materials in both terrains are likely to be rich in water ice.The images that were used to create this enhanced color view were taken with the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera on Dec. 3, 2007. The views were obtained at a distance of approximately 37,400 kilometers (23,000 miles) from Epimetheus and at a Sun-Epimetheus-spacecraft, or phase, angle of 65 degrees. Image scale is 224 meters (735 feet) per pixel.	Epimetheus occupies essentially the same orbit as the moon Janus. Astronomers assumed that there was only one body in that orbit, and accordingly had difficulty determining their orbital characteristics. Observations were photographic and spaced widely apart in time, so that while the presence of two objects was not obvious, the observations were difficult to reconcile with a reasonable orbit.[citation needed]Audouin Dollfus observed a moon on December 15, 1966,[4] which he proposed to be named "Janus".[5] On December 18, Richard Walker made a similar observation which is now credited as the discovery of Epimetheus.[6] However, at the time, it was believed that there was only one moon, unofficially known as "Janus", in the given orbit.[citation needed]Twelve years later, in October 1978, Stephen M. Larson and John W. Fountain realised that the 1966 observations were best explained by two distinct objects (Janus and Epimetheus) sharing very similar orbits.[7] This was confirmed in 1980 by Voyager 1,[8] and so Larson and Fountain officially share the discovery of Epimetheus with Walker.[citation needed]Epimetheus received its name in 1983.[a] The name Janus was approved by the IAU at the same time, although the name had been used informally since Dollfus proposed it shortly after the 1966 discovery.[Epimetheus's orbit is co-orbital with that of Janus. Janus's mean orbital radius from Saturn is, as of 2006 (as shown by green color in the picture to the right), only 50 km less than that of Epimetheus, a distance smaller than either moon's mean radius. In accordance with Kepler's laws of planetary motion, the closer orbit is completed more quickly. Because of the small difference it is completed in only about 30 seconds less. Each day, the inner moon is an additional 0.25° farther around Saturn than the outer moon. As the inner moon catches up to the outer moon, their mutual gravitational attraction increases the inner moon's momentum and decreases that of the outer moon. This added momentum means that the inner moon's distance from Saturn and orbital period are increased, and the outer moon's are decreased. The timing and magnitude of the momentum exchange is such that the moons effectively swap orbits, never approaching closer than about 10,000 km. At each encounter Janus's orbital radius changes by ~20 km and Epimetheus's by ~80 km: Janus's orbit is less affected because it is four times more massive than Epimetheus. The exchange takes place close to every four years; the last close approaches occurred in January 2006,[9] 2010 and 2014, and the next in 2018. This the only such orbital configuration known in the Solar System.The orbital relationship between Janus and Epimetheus can be understood in terms of the circular restricted three-body problem, as a case in which the two moons (the third body being Saturn) are similar in size to each other.[Physical characteristics[edit]There are several Epimethean craters larger than 30 km in diameter, as well as both large and small ridges and grooves. The extensive cratering indicates that Epimetheus must be quite old. Janus and Epimetheus may have formed from a disruption of a single parent to form co-orbital satellites, but if this is the case the disruption must have happened early in the history of the satellite system. From its very low density and relatively high albedo, it seems likely that Epimetheus is a very porous icy body. There is a lot of uncertainty in these values, however, and so this remains to be confirmed.The south pole shows what might be the remains of a large impact crater covering most of this face of the moon, and which could be responsible for the somewhat flattened shape of the southern part of Epimetheus.There appear to be two terrain types: darker, smoother areas, and brighter, slightly more yellowish, fractured terrain. One interpretation is that the darker material evidently moves down slopes, and probably has a lower ice content than the brighter material, which appears more like "bedrock". Nonetheless, materials in both terrains are likely to be rich in water ice.[11]Ring[edit]A faint dust ring is present around the region occupied by the orbits of Epimetheus and Janus, as revealed by images taken in forward-scattered light by the Cassini spacecraft in 2006. The ring has a radial extent of about 5000 km.[12] Its source are particles blasted off their surfaces by meteoroid impacts, which then form a diffuse ring around their orbital paths.Discovery		Discovered by	Richard Walker	Discovery date	December 18, 1966	Designations		Pronunciation	/ɛpᵻˈmiːθiəs/ ep-i-mee-thee-əs	Adjectives	Epimethean	Orbital characteristics [1]		Epoch 31 December 2003 (JD 2453005.5)		Semi-major axis	151410±10 km	Eccentricity	0.0098	Orbital period	0.694333517 d	Inclination	0.351°±0.004° to Saturn's equator	Satellite of	Saturn	Physical characteristics		Dimensions	129.8 × 114 × 106.2 km [2]	Mean radius	58.1±1.8 km [2]	Volume	≈ 780000 km3	Mass	(5.266±0.006)×1017 kg [2]	Mean density	0.640±0.062 g/cm³ [2]	Surface gravity	0.0064–0.011 m/s² [2]	Escape velocity	≈ 0.035 km/s	Rotation period	synchronous	Axial tilt	zero	Albedo	0.73±0.03 (geometric) [3]	Temperature	≈ 78 K	



Last Enceladus Flybys 

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/photos/imagedetails/index.cfm?imageId=5282


Enceladus E-20 Flyby (1839 km) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NASA’s Cassini spacecraft zoomed by Saturn’s icy moon Enceladus on Oct. 14, 2015, capturing this stunning image of the moon’s north pole. The view was acquired at a distance of approximately 4,000 miles (6,000 kilometers) from Enceladus and at a Sun-Enceladus-spacecraft, or phase, angle of 9 degrees. Image scale is 115 feet (35 meters) per pixel. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Space Science Institute



North pole 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This montage of images shows the precise location of the north pole on Saturn's icy moon Enceladus. The snow-white surface is kept bright by material sprayed from the active plume of ice and vapor in the moon's south polar region.A latitude-longitude grid has been added to the wide-angle camera image, at bottom, which also features a snowman-shaped trio of craters named Dunyazad, Shahrazad and Al-Haddar.These images were previously released, unlabeled, as A Fractured Pole and Craters Crowd the North .
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Presentation Notes
~35 m per pixel



Enceladus E-21 Flyby (49 km) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cassini, which was not meant to be an oceanographic mission, became oneThis was our deepest dive, or as I like to call it, our closest shave, through Enceladus’ plume.  Only once did we get closer to Enceladus (25 km), but that wasn’t through the plume.  This is our last opportunity to study the composition of the plume, and therefore the ocean, of this fascinating moon.



Waiting for Cassini Phone Home 



Images from E-21 Flyby 



Submarine Ring of Fire 2006 Exploration, NOAA Vents Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(This is not the Station Fire) Small chimneys on the floor of Nikko caldera. The venting is so prolific that the smoke often impedes visibility on the sea floor. Image courtesy of Submarine Ring of Fire 2006 Exploration, NOAA Vents ProgramThis isn’t the Station Fire (ha ha), this is actually at the bottom of the ocean!  This is a hydrothermal vent on Earth (at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge), where ocean water moves under the crust and is heated by geothermal energy.  The water picks up lots of minerals, just like hot coffee dissolves more sugar than cold coffee, and when the water mixes back with colder ocean water, these minerals ‘crash’ out and form deposits we call chimneys.  We think hydrothermal vents like this may exist in other places in the solar system, including Enceladus.



LIFE 

Water 

Chemistry Energy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Life as we know it needs three things: water, chemistry, and energy.  Hydrothermal vents have all three of these things.



NOAA Okeanos Explorer Program, INDEX-SATAL 2010 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hydrothermal vents were found during the second ROV dive on Kawio Barat volcano. The yellow deposits are molten sulfur and multiple species of hot-vent shrimp are also visible. . . . And in fact, we see rich ecosystems of life around hydrothermal vents on Earth.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not just microbial life either.  We see organisms like crabs and tube worms.  Rich, diverse ecosystems surviving off of geochemistry alone.  Some geochemists believe that life may have originated from places like this on Earth, and that a ‘second genesis’ could occur in similar environments on Enceladus or Europa. 



Evidence for Hydrothermal Vents 

1. Silica nanograins 
 

[1] Postberg et al. (2009) Nature, 459, 1098-1101; [2] Hsu et al. (2015) Nature Letters 519, 207-210. 

SiO2 

2-9 nm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before this final flyby through the plume, we had two lines of evidence suggesting that hydrothermal vents may be present on Enceladus.  The first is silica nanograins.  These were detected by Cassini CDA.  Their size (2-9 nm) and oxidation state (silica, not silicate) tells us that these particles could only be formed somewhere that ocean water is in contact with the silicate core of Enceladus, and that the interaction has to be happening at temperatures over 90 degrees Celsius (200 degrees Fahrenheit!). 



Evidence for Hydrothermal Vents 

1. Silica nanograins 
 

2. Methane 
 

Bouquet et al. (2015) GRL, 42, 1334-1339. 

Methane (CH4) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second line of evidence we have is methane, detected by INMS.  The amount of methane we see cannot be explained by storage and release from clathrates (ice cages) alone.  The most plausible explanation is hydrothermal activity.



Evidence for Hydrothermal Vents 

1. Silica nanograins 
 

2. Methane 
 

3. Molecular hydrogen? 

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/files/enceladus_infographic_full.pdf 

H H H2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now two lines of evidence may seem convincing to most people, but as scientists we are always searching for more clues.  Three lines of evidence would be the ‘nail in the coffin’ you might say, proving the existence of hydrothermal vents on Enceladus.  This final flyby was meant to do just that, by searching for molecular hydrogen.  We are currently analyzing the data and you can expect a publication out soon!



Enceladus E-22 Flyby (4999 km) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The upcoming flyby will focus on measuring how much heat is coming through the ice from the moon's interior -- an important consideration for understanding what is driving the plume of gas and icy particles that sprays continuously from an ocean below the surface.NASA's Cassini spacecraft peered out over the northern territory on Saturn's moon Enceladus, capturing this view of two different terrain types. A region of older terrain covered in craters that have been modified by geological processes is seen at right, while at left is a province of relatively craterless, and presumably more youthful, wrinkled terrain. Cassini acquired the view during its final close flyby of Enceladus, on Dec. 19, 2015.North on Enceladus is up and rotated 38 degrees to the left. The image was taken in polarized green light with the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera.The view was acquired at a distance of approximately 21,000 miles (34,000 kilometers) from Enceladus and at a Sun-Enceladus-spacecraft, or phase, angle of 145 degrees. Image scale is 668 feet (204 meters) per pixel.







Presenter
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In light, you are getting a blend of sunlight + interior.  (Rev 289, summer 2017) In the darkness, the background is now cold.  In addition, VIMS has data in the NIR and we can compare this to CIRS.Heat radiating from the entire length of 150 kilometer (95 mile)-long fractures is seen in this best-yet heat map of the active south polar region of Saturn's ice moon Enceladus. The warmest parts of the fractures tend to lie on locations of the plume jets identified in earlier images, shown in the annotated version with yellow stars. The measurements were obtained by the Cassini spacecraft's Composite Infrared Spectrometer from the spacecraft's close flyby of the moon on March 12, 2008.Remarkably high temperatures, at least 180 Kelvin (minus 135 degrees Fahrenheit) were registered along the brightest fracture, named Damascus Sulcus, in the lower left portion of the image. For comparison, surface temperatures elsewhere in the south polar region of Enceladus are below 72 Kelvin (minus 330 degrees Fahrenheit).Heat is escaping from Enceladus' interior along these warm fractures, dubbed "tiger stripes," which are also the source of the geysers that erupt from the polar region. The infrared radiation was mapped at wavelengths between 12 and 16 microns. The infrared data, shown in false color, are superimposed on a grayscale image mosaic of the south pole obtained by Cassini's cameras on July 14, 2005, during the previous close Enceladus flyby. Numbers on the map indicate latitude and longitude.This new view shows that at least three of the south polar fractures are active along almost their full lengths—the fourth one, on the right, was only partially covered by this scan. The level of activity varies greatly along the fractures. The warmest parts of the fractures tend to lie on locations of the plume jets identified in earlier images. The main "tiger stripe" fractures are not the only sources of heat, however; additional warm spots are seen in the upper right part of the scan. The warm regions are probably concentrated within less than a few hundred meters (a few hundred yards) of the fractures, and their apparent width in this image results from the relatively low resolution of the infrared data.This map was made by scanning the south pole during the period from 16 to 37 minutes after closest approach to Enceladus, at a distance between 14,000 and 32,000 kilometers (about 8,700 and 20,000 miles) as Cassini rapidly receded from its close (50-kilometer or 32-mile) flyby.



We have learned so much . . . 

• Global ocean! 
• Ocean is long-lived 
• Alkaline pH of ocean 
• Hydrothermal vents 
• Jet and Curtain-like eruptions 
• Organics in plume 

Ocean Worlds Program 
will enable us to go back! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enceladus was the top 1-2 discoveries of 2015 (3 total)One thing remaining is a UVIS occultation of the plume when Enceladus is in the position of its orbit for maximum emission



END 

 



Revealing Enceladus’ North Pole 
Final views of Enceladus’ north polar captured on October 14, 2015.  This 
pole was in darkness earlier in the mission. 
 
Scientists will look for hints of past cryovolcanic and tectonic activity on this 
Ocean World. 

61.5 km 



Cassini Image 
Simulation of curtain eruption 
(overlaid on Cassini image) 

NASA/JPL-Caltech/SSI/PSI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In reality, it could be somewhere in-between
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